BEST APPAREL FOR
THE INDUSTRIAL MARKETS
As an industry that is constantly evolving
and forecasted for growth, it’s imperative that
construction, oil, and energy companies are
uniquely representing their brand through
distinctive apparel. Maximize your potential and
confide in us to create an array of custom-made
apparel suitable for defining your unique brand.

POPULAR SOLUTIONS FOR:
Field Service Teams

MULTIMEDIA
APPLIQUÉ PATCHES

Office Casualwear

LOOK GREAT ON JACKETS & FLEECE

Brand Awareness
Industry Award Recognition
Associate Gifting and Incentives

SUGGESTED DECO METHODS:
Standard Embroidery
Laser Etching
Twill Appliqué
Tech Appliqué

BEST APPAREL FOR
THE INDUSTRIAL MARKETS

2600 M | 2601 W OMEGA POLO - 21 COLORS

2795 M | 2796 W VANSPORT STRATA TEXTURED POLO - 6 COLORS

Our best-selling, moisture-wicking golf shirt is specially engineered to
resist snags and pulls, with a softer hand.

This performance polo Its unique pattern comes from a double-knit variegated
texture on the outside while the inside touts a smooth hand for comfort.

2460 VANSPORT PRO VENTURA POLO- 4 COLORS

2470 M | 2471 W VANSPORT PRO BOCA POLO - 4 COLORS

Modern camp-style polo combines polished performance with a casual
vibe. Mélange jersey with UV and antimicrobial properties.

Trending on Tour, no collar performance golf shirts are the latest fashion
must-have. Moisture-wicking, with UV and antimicrobial properties.

8065 M | 8066 W EUREKA SHIRT - 1 COLOR

1977 M | 1978 W HUDSON DENIM SHIRT - 2 COLORS

Made with comfortable, high-quality Repreve recycled polyester, keeping
plastic bottles from landfills and oceans. Heather jersey, moisture wicking.

Perfect for everyday wear in any climate, our lightweight Hudson
denim shirt has a worn-in feel, modern look and sleek fit.
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1205 M | 1206 W WICKED WOVEN - 7 COLORS

7370 M | 7371 W NEWPORT JACKET - 5 COLORS

An upgraded dress shirt designed with breathable, Vansport™
moisture-wicking fabric to keep you cool and comfortable all day.

The ultimate rain jacket is waterproof, windproof, and has plenty of stretch
for ease of movement. Zocket™ that folds into self pouch.

7355 M | 7356 W TURIN JACKET - 1 COLOR

7322 M | 7323 W EVERETT JACKET - 2 COLORS

Take control of your surroundings in a sophisticated and streamlined
outer layer.

Jet about town in a convenient layer that’s high on style and fast with function.
Folds into Zocket self-pouch.

7340 M | 7341 W BOULDER SHIRT JACKET - 3 COLORS

3307 M | 3308 W SUMMIT SWEATER-FLEECE VEST - 1 COLOR

Rugged and modern styling add to the versatility of this flannel-lined,
workwear-inspired shirt jacket. Snap-front closure & cuffs, shirt-tail hem.

This essential layering piece combines the style of a heathered sweater
with the comfort of your favorite fleece.
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3289 PREMIUM LIGHTWEIGHT FLEECE HOODIE - 3 COLORS

GILD1850 GILDAN® HEAVY BLEND™ HOODIE - 9 COLORS

Cotton-rich, zip-up fleece is the perfect companion for boardwalk strolls
and evening outings. Slightly fitted, upsize for looser fit.

Make this your go-to hoodie to wear at your favorite sporting event!.
*4XL & 5XL available in Black & Navy

GILD2000 GILDAN ® COTTON ® T-SHIRT - 26 COLORS

GILD2400 GILDAN ® LONG SLEEVE COTTON TEE - 7 COLORS

Make your statement in the top selling Gildan Ultra Cotton® T-Shirt with
enough colors to complement any brand, season or mood.

A non-summer staple, our classic long sleeve tee looks great on its own
or layered under a vest.

0725 CLUTCH TRUCKER CAP - 4 COLORS

0180 KNIT BEANIE CAP - 2 COLORS

Take your turn at customizing a pop culture favorite that was born to brand.
100% cotton twill at front panels, 100% polyester white mesh at back panels.

Easy pull-on knit cap keeps you warm and in style.One size fits most.

